PRESS RELEASE
Think Silicon® secures Seed investment round led by Metavallon VC
ATHENS, Greece / San Jose , CA – JULY 9 2019 - Metavallon VC is excited to be leading the first investment round into
Patras, Greece based Think Silicon®, an IP-licensing, semiconductor technology company. Think Silicon specializes
in developing ultra-low power graphics units, display controller and machine learning accelerator technology for
display / vision devices in applications with high performance and ultra-low power consumption needs.
The company was founded by George Sidiropoulos and Iakovos Stamoulis with the vision to provide high performance
and ultra-low power graphics semiconductor IP technology for the rapidly growing embedded display device market.
With the exception of smartphones, the human machine interface remains very poor on everyday devices, with costeffective Systems-on-Chips powering a variety of massive consumption products which are mainly cost and usability
driven. Increasingly moving to a connected IoT/edge and wearable era means that display driven devices such as smart/sports-/health watches, home appliances, automotive and industrial terminals require displays supported by high
quality graphics. The main challenge in these new device applications is power consumption, specifically when the
power budget is limited and the device is equipped with a limited battery. The company’s objective is to reduce power
consumption while increasing battery life to make devices last longer without constantly searching for wall outlets or
carrying heavy power banks.
Think Silicon’s flagship product family, the “NEMA®|GPU”, addresses that need by offering the only graphics solution
for cost-effective Systems-on-Chips that allows fabless semiconductor technology companies to benefit from a tiny
silicon footprint, low dynamic/leakage power, fast implementation cycle and rapid software development time which
leads to significant cost savings. The company’s patented technologies deliver high quality graphics with a 10x
improvement in power efficiency compared to any competitive GPU available on the market. Amongst other customers,
in 2019 Think Silicon secured umbrella contracts for the development and licensing of its NEMA® product family, with
worldwide industry leaders such as STMicroelectronics. In addition to supporting its current customer base, Think
Silicon plans to release extended GPU and Display Controller IP for higher graphics performance segments, as well the
release of machine learning IP technology for edge-applications, which leverages the company’s vast experience of
diverse power saving techniques.
The funding will go towards solidification of the client base in the North America, APAC and Europe, strengthening the
pre- and post-sales support along with the development of new innovative products. The company is expanding its
engineering team in Greece with additional hires in IC Design and Software groups at the Patras and Athens sites.
“Think Silicon's ambition is to become the leading low-power mobile graphics company and micro GPU supplier in the
world. We are an integrative part and major contributor of the IoT paradigm with its vast opportunities. Power,
performance and the graphical user interface (UI) all play a central role in the way humans are interacting and
experiencing machines and devices. Our goal is to provide the chip design core that delivers the most positive interaction
experience a human being can have. We’re excited to work with Metavallon VC to develop our technology and expand
our products globally,” explained founder George Sidiropoulos.
“Currently, Think Silicon is the only no-compromise graphics solution for cost sensitive and battery-powered products
offering System on Chip optimized GPU and Display Controller cores. Think Silicon's solutions uniquely enable cost
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sensitive products to have smartphone-like graphical user interfaces matched with gaming class graphics speed. As their
technology comes to market, we are excited to be working with the company to expand their international client base,
and build a world class client support center of excellence in Greece for high added value products, for the semiconductor
industry. We are also eager to see Think Silicon’s further product lineup materialize in an industry that expects major
changes in software/ hardware relationships as well as platform enabled solutions,” says Myrto Papathanou Partner of
Metavallon VC.
“Think Silicon team has a solid and long track record in delivering innovative solutions in SoC and software for ultra-low
power graphics processing and edge computing. I am excited to participate in this first investment round and joining the
advisory board, to support the company’s efforts of making sophisticate Graphical User Interface capabilities accessible
to a broad base of smart devices designers”, says Christos Makiyama, President and Founder of Silicon Planet
Corporation participating in the round and joining the company’s Advisory Board.

Metavallon VC is active in Seed investments such as Think Silicon, with rolling investment proposal submissions year
round. Interested companies are invited to submit their investment proposals here. The fund is also active in Pre-Seed
investments, evaluated according to cut-off deadlines, next one up is July 28th 2019.
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-------------------------------------------Notes to Editors - Boiler
About Metavallon VC
Metavallon VC is a €32 million venture capital firm that specializes in seed stage funding for technology companies. The
firm engages at early to seed stage and funds companies that will operate at the forefront of business and technology
innovation. Metavallon’s VC mission is to invest in and work alongside ambitious entrepreneurs, helping them build
transformational businesses across multiple stages, geographies and industries. Metavallon VC has received investment
from both EquiFund, a fund-of-funds created jointly by the Hellenic Republic and European Investment Fund (EIF), and
other private investors.
Social Media Channels
https://www.facebook.com/metavallon
https://twitter.com/metavallon
https://www.linkedin.com/company/metavallon-vc
Contact
For enquiries on Metavallon VC, please contact us at contactus@metavallon.vc and at margarita@metavallon.vc, Ms.
Margarita Asimakopoulou, Marketing & Communication Manager.
About Think Silicon
Think Silicon S.A. is a privately held Limited Company founded in 2007, located in Patras, Greece (HQ), Toronto, Canada
(WW Sales & Marketing of), San Jose, CA, USA (Sales office), Taipei, Taiwan (Sales office). Think Silicon is specialized in
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developing and licensing high-performance graphics, display controller and machine learning IP technology for ultralow power and area-limited digital devices for worldwide semiconductor technology customers. https://thinksilicon.com

THINK SILICON and NEMA and combinations thereof, are registered trademarks of Think Silicon S.A. Other names
are for informational purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Social Media Channels
https://www.linkedin.com/company/think-silicon-ltd
https://twitter.com/ThinkSilicon
https://www.facebook.com/ThinkSiliconSA/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ThinkSilicon/featured

Contact Think Silicon: Mrs. Georgia Protogerou, +30 2610 910650, g.protogerou(at)think-silicon.com

